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NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION 
DRESS/ATTIRE CODE 

 
NISOA believes that appropriate attire promotes the image of professionalism. This standard 
whether it is for a tournament, a regular season game, training session, or a coach’s meeting is 
required dress 

NISOA members are to use the following guidelines for their event participation, unless 
otherwise directed. A neat and clean, kept appearance appropriately sets off the high standards, 
yet with a low-key approach. 

NISOA APPROVED 
• Off Field Dress For Travel 

Navy blue blazer (double or single breasted) preferably with NISOA embroidered 
emblem affixed to left breast pocket (a NISOA lapel pin also may be worn); 
Gray or khaki trousers or skirt; 
White or powder blue dress shirt; 
NISOA tie; and 
Appropriate hose and shoes. 

• Dress For Travel 
Approved NISOA polo type shirt with NISOA embroidered emblem; 
Gray or khaki trousers or skirt; and 
Appropriate hose and shoes. 
A blazer or windshirt (optional). 

• Match Duties Uniform 
Long or short sleeve shirt (black Grid Shirt); 
Gold grid shirt with black collar Orange grid shirt/black collar; Blue grid shirt/blue 

collar 
Black shorts with OSI/NISOA Logos 
Stocking with three stripe tops (white stripes to be worn with the black grid shirt; 
Gold stripes to be worn with the gold grid shirt; orange stripes with orange grid shirt; 
blue stripes with blue grid shirt. 
Shoes to be primarily black in color, with only the manufacturer logo permissibly 

visible. 
Pre and post match attire for officials may include the NISOA windshirt or warm-up 

suit (the Alternate Official may wear these items during the match should elements 
dictate). 

Warm-up - black with 2/3 white stripes; black with blue stripes 
All must dress alike 

NOTE; NISOA flag sets are to be used in all NISOA managed soccer matches. 
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• Also Dress For Match Duties (other than as an active duty official) 
Dress so that attention is not drawn, Suggested but not required attire. 
An approved NISOA sport shirt, with NISOA embroidered emblem; 
Gray or khaki trousers or skirt, and 
Appropriate hose and shoes 
Other items acceptable for wear: the NISOA blazer, sweater, windshirt or warm-up suit 

 
Crew dress uniformity is essential to represent the officiating team. The first impression may be a 
lasting one. 

Referee: Call your assigned assistant referees and alternate official to confirm game date, time of 
game, site and uniform to wear. 

The official supplier of uniform, equipment and clothing for NISOA is Official Sports 
International. (OSI) They have the NISOA adopted attire for Referees Officiating in NCAA, 
NAIA, NJCAA, NCCAA and NIRSA Soccer Games. 

Customer Service:   8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. EST (Monday through Friday) 
FAX:      574-269-7653 
Telephone: 800-782-2614 
Website: www.officialsports.com 
E-Mail:  OSI@officialsports.com 
Address:  4120 East Corridor Drive, Warsaw, IN 46582 
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